Floodlight Wired
Key Specifications
Brightness
2000 Lumens Max
Color Temp
3500K
Motion Detection
180° radius up to 70 ft distance
Power
Hardwired (120-240 V)
Dimensions
178 mm x 212 mm x 184 mm
Features
4-Way Positionable Motion Detector
Weather Resistant

The Ring App is required for setup and is compatible
with iOS and Android Devices

Ring Bridge
The Ring Bridge is the central point
for connecting all Ring Smart
Lighting products. It enables smart
lighting control from anywhere using
the Ring app and lets Ring Smart
Lighting products interact with other
Ring products for enhanced security.

Ring Video Doorbell
The Floodlight Wired can be
triggered when there is a
motion activity at your
doorbell, putting light on the
subject and making it easier
to see.

Voice Assistant
Control your lights,
manage alerts, adjust
settings, and use
Floodlight Wired as
Alexa Routines triggers
with a compatible Echo
device.

Frequently Asked Questions
What happens if I don’t have the Ring Bridge?
The Ring Bridge is required to enable smart controls and notifications for Ring Smart Lights, pair Ring Smart Lights together, and connect them to
Ring Doorbells, Cameras and select Alexa-enabled devices.
Without the Ring Bridge, Ring Smart Lights will shine as soon as motion is detected or the light is turned on, but you won’t be able to customize your
settings. You will also not be able to pair your Ring Smart Lights into groups, receive notifications, or connect other Ring Smart Lights to other
compatible Ring or Alexa-enabled devices.
Why do I want a Ring Smart Lighting product versus a Ring Floodlight Cam or Spotlight Cam?
Ring Smart Lighting products oﬀer the ability to add light to your driveway, yard, porch and pathways at an aﬀordable price point as a deterrent for
crime at your home. If you already have a camera in those areas, the added light from Ring Smart Lighting products allows you to put more light on
the subject to make it easier to identify what is on camera.
How long do the lighting elements last in this device?
The Smart LED lights in the Floodlight Wired will last for tens of thousands of hours (on the order of 20 years) before burning out.
Do I need a Ring Protect subscription to use the Ring Floodlight Wired?
No, Ring Smart Lighting provides smart control functionality with or without a Ring Protect Subscription.

